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ONE HEART & ONE
MIND FOR LIFE Caring for Each Other as an Expression of Our Common
AND MISSION
Life.
OMP NEWS
Novena for Vocation
.

St Peter Chanel: You left your
homeland to proclaim Jesus,
Savior of the world, to the people of Oceania. Guided by the
Spirit of God, who is the
strength of the gentle, you bore
witness to love, even laying
down your life.
Grant that like you, we may live
our daily life in peace, in joy,
and in love.
May your prayer and example
call forth for, our midst many
workers for the Gospel, so that
God’s kingdom may reach to
the ends of the earth.

Sick Confreres
Bishop John Doaninoel sm
Fr. Antoine Tamaraka sm

Week Two: Community Reflection in Preparation for Council of the Province
Meeting 30th of June to the 5th of July 2018.
Provincial Chapter 2017, Statute #19 “Community life is more perfectly expressed in the constant efforts of Marist living together in local community, relating in all aspects of their life and work. They are to have genuine interest in
and concern for each other, praying together, planning together, and cooperating
in the work of their apostolate.” # 23 “…local communities are to be constantly
aware of and provide for the needs and welfare of older confreres.” #25 “Our
communities …a home for older or infirm confreres, where they will be welcomed for their living contribution of faithful service and Marist life…”
For the Report: The Superior of the community could appoint one of the community
members to write the main points of the discussions and send it to the Sector Leader to
compile it together.

1.

From a continuum scale of 1 to 10 on the level of CARING FOR EACH
OTHER where 1 = Least Caring to 10 = Most Outstanding in Caring for
each other, state a number in which the confreres agree that would best
reflect where they are in the Sector.

2.

What are the PRACTICAL WAYS of Caring for Each Other that the
confreres would commit themselves to follow in order for CARING FOR
EACH OTHER to be a reality in the Sector.
Cameron Mota and Iosefo Amuri
Two of our students from Marist College Suva, Cameron Mota of Buin, Bougainville, and Iosefo Amuri
left for Rome early this month to continue their studies in Rome. They completed their philosophy studies
for the past three years at Pacific Regional Seminary.
We wish them both good luck and blessing for their
journey in Rome. Fr Ben McKenna the former Provincial Superior of Oceania was happy to welcome
them to Villa Maria.
Fr Vaioleti left, Fr Justin in the middle, Br. Maselino
to the right, and the youth of Hohola farewell Fr John
Larsen at Hohola Parish. It was a memorable time for
these youths and the community of Hohola for the
visitation from General Superior, Fr John Larsen sm.

